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Abstract

Impulsive ultra-wideband (UWB) radio provides many promising features for wireless
communications in a dense multipath environment. However, these features are largely the
result of the enormous effective processing gain, which can make acquisition difficult at
the receiver. In this paper, a recently developed theory of minimum complexity sequential
detection is applied to the hybrid acquisition problem. As in previous hybrid schemes, a
number of potential timing phases are checked as a group; however, a phase is disregarded
as soon as it appears unlikely rather than waiting for a “winner” to be chosen from the
group. Another phase then replaces the disregarded one. Analysis and simulation results
indicate that the proposed scheme can improve average acquisition times for highly spread
systems operating over either additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) or multipath fading
channels.
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1 Introduction

Ultra-wideband (UWB) radio schemes have a number of potential advantages that arise from

the enormous bandwidth of the signal. From a co-existence standpoint, such systems can

spread their energy so finely across a broad frequency range as to cause little interference in

the operating band of most existing narrowband systems; hence, the Federal Communications

Commission (FCC) of the United States has approved limited unlicensed use of UWB systems

[1]. From a reliability standpoint, the large bandwidth implies that the transmitted signal will

provide enormous frequency diversity against multipath fading, which can then be mitigated

by proper receiver design. Finally, from a data rate standpoint, the large bandwidth implies

the potential to carry much higher data rates than conventional systems, and hence one of the

oft-discussed application areas of UWB is in so-called “wireless USB” [2].

However, the large bandwidth of UWB systems can also make system design very difficult.

From a theoretical perspective, recent results have shown that, although the inherent capacity of

the wideband multipath fading channel is equal asymptotically to that of the AWGN channel

[3], the achievement of such capacity requires “peaky” signals, and the capacity of systems

which spread their energy very finely in the frequency domain, as in the typically envisioned

and FCC-approved UWB systems, diminishes to zero in the limit of large bandwidth [4, 5].

The reason for this (perhaps counterintuitive) result is that channel estimation becomes very

difficult as the number of resolvable signal paths that need to be estimated grows to infinity.

Although the studies mentioned in the previous paragraph are largely theoretical, imple-

mentation problems due to the large bandwidth, or, equivalently, the extremely short pulse (or

chip) duration, have slowed the development of practical UWB systems. In particular, the short

pulse makes the acquisition of the code and frame timing extremely difficult, and such acqui-

sition, as with many spread-spectrum systems, can limit overall system performance [6, 7].

Practical channel estimation can indeed be difficult, and, even given accurate channel estima-

tion, the standard UWB system requires a rake receiver with a large number of fingers and thus

of prohibitive complexity [8]. These two problems, which are exacerbated by the inability to
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digitize the entire communication bandwidth as required by many proposed algorithms, have

been part of the motivation for the recent migration of much of industry away from true single-

channel impulse radio to a multiband approach, where the bandwidth of each band carrying a

multicarrier signal is set to 500 MHz [2] - the minimum allowable by the FCC.

In this paper, the timing acquisition problem is addressed. In particular, the focus is on

acquisition in the more “classical” forms of UWB: impulse radio with time hopping [9], or

extremely wideband direct-sequence (DS) code-division multiple-access (CDMA) [10]. In

each case, the goal is to achieve frame and spreading code acquisition. The acquisition process

can be viewed as one in which the initial time uncertainty ������� is reduced to an interval on the

order of the time resolution ���
	�� of the signal. In the classical UWB systems of interest, ������ is

the spreading code repetition period and ���	�� is approximately the inverse of the bandwidth of

the signal. Hence, the number �������
�������

of possible timing phases to be checked can be enormous,

and, thus, the acquisition process can severely limit overall system performance [11].

Acquisition in highly spread communication systems is generally based around a receiver

with some number of analog or digital correlators; in the UWB case, these are generally analog

correlators. Each of these calculates the partial correlation of a small portion of the actual re-

ceived signal with the anticipated received signal given a certain hypothesized code and frame

timing phase. As time progresses, the window over which this partial correlation is performed

grows until it is determined that some decision can be made. If a correlator output has become

large enough, the hypothesized code and frame timing phase which corresponds to that cor-

relator is declared as correct, and the acquisition scheme enters a verification stage to check

that decision. If none of the correlator outputs look promising, the receiver discards all of the

hypothesized code and frame timings currently under consideration and brings in a new set of

timing phases for consideration. This process continues until the correct hypothesis is found.

There are many different methods for performing this acquisition, and each selects a point

on the performance versus complexity tradeoff curve. At one extreme are serial acquisition

schemes, which employ only a single correlator, and, hence, only check a single timing phase

at a time. Whereas serial schemes are extremely simple (only a single correlator), the average
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acquisition time can be very large in highly spread systems, since the correlator will generally

have to check and discard many phases before the correct timing phase is found. At the other

extreme are parallel acquisition schemes, which have a correlator for each of the possible frame

and code timings. In this case, acquisition is generally rapid - the system is simply run until

the output of one of the correlators dominates all of the rest; however, the circuit complexity

to support such a large number of correlators is generally prohibitive, particularly in highly

spread systems.

Since serious drawbacks exist with both the serial and parallel schemes for highly spread

systems, a hybrid acquisition scheme is generally favored. In a hybrid scheme, the system

attempts to strike a balance between performance and complexity by employing � ��� cor-

relators, where � ��� is some small number relative to the total number of possible timing

phases. A general structure of hybrid acquisition schemes is shown in Figure 1. All possible

timing phases are divided into a number of groups. Each group contains � ��� phases, and

� ��� correlators are applied to test these � ��� phases. Thus, the testing stage corresponds

to an � -ary hypothesis testing problem - a null hypothesis, which corresponds to the decision

that none of the ����� phases currently under consideration is correct, and ����� timing phase

hypotheses, each of which corresponds to deciding that a particular timing phase is correct.

If the null hypothesis is selected, the � ��� timing phases currently under consideration are

discarded, and a new set of �	�
� hypotheses is placed under consideration; if one of the �	�
�

timing phase hypotheses is selected, this hypothesis will be checked in the verification stage.

If it fails the verification stage, the testing stage will move onto a new group of � ��� phases,

as if the null hypothesis had been chosen.

The method for deciding among the � hypotheses is a critical component of the algorithm.

In the most classical of approaches, each group of � hypotheses is tested by first collecting

some fixed number of samples and then deciding which of the hypotheses is correct. Such a

test is termed a fixed sample size (FSS) test. However, each � -ary hypothesis testing problem

can also be structured as a sequential detection problem. In other words, as each new sample

arrives during the testing of a given set of hypotheses, the receiver decides whether it has
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observed enough information to reliably choose a hypothesis or whether it should collect more

samples. Although sequential detection schemes are generally more complicated to implement

than fixed sample size tests, average decision times can generally be reduced by a factor of 2-3

[12].

Because of the efficiency of sequential detection, it has taken on a prominent role in ac-

quisition schemes. In particular, each advance in sequential detection generally leads to an

advance in acquisition in highly spread systems. The most recent prior example was the ap-

plication of the � -ary sequential probability ratio test (MSPRT) [13] to the hybrid acquisition

problem [6], where it was observed that the MSPRT greatly reduces the expected acquisition

time versus FSS tests.

In [14, 15], the authors proposed a modified MSPRT technique termed the reduced-complexity

sequential probability ratio test (RC-SPRT). The main philosophy of this novel test, as de-

scribed in detail later in this paper, is to remove individual hypotheses from consideration in

the � -ary test as they become very unlikely, rather than waiting until � � � hypotheses are

effectively simultaneously removed when a decision on the group is made. The RC-SPRT can

reduce the overall complexity in that it minimizes the expected aggregate number of hypothe-

ses tested, which is the appropriate metric for applications where each hypothesis tested at a

given stage contributes to the complexity cost. Motivated by the work in [14, 15], the RC-

SPRT is applied in this paper to the testing stage in hybrid acquisition schemes. During the

test of a given group of � ��� timing phases, unlikely phases are removed immediately upon

becoming unlikely instead of waiting for one hypothesis to be chosen. Rather than leaving the

corresponding correlator idle, as may be suggested by the original RC-SPRT, a new test phase

is assigned to the correlator and the � -ary hypothesis test continues. Hence, instead of waiting

to make a decision on the entire group and then discarding � � � timing phases simultaneously

as in previous tests, this new test will immediately remove any timing phase that appears un-

likely and replace it with a new one. In essence, the goal is to translate the complexity savings

of the RC-SPRT [14, 15] into savings in expected acquisition time.

Due to the highly spread nature of the impulsive UWB system, which requires a simula-
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tion that has a sample time (generally, sub-nanosecond) that can be many orders of magnitude

smaller than the symbol period, it is difficult to run extensive simulations. This motivates an

accurate analysis of the proposed acquisition scheme. The analysis of the proposed scheme is

complicated due to the complexity of the proposed hypothesis tests; however, through a com-

bination of a state-spaced approach and parameters for such obtained through much simpler

simulations, the expected acquisition time of the proposed approach can be approximated.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the models for both a direct-

sequence spread spectrum (DS/SS) system and an impulse radio system. Section 3 describes

the proposed algorithm, and Section 4 gives the analysis of such. Finally, Section 5 presents

the numerical results and Section 6 the conclusions.

2 System Models and Associated Hypotheses

In this section, the models for the two different types of UWB systems considered in this paper

are presented. In each case, although the transmit signal is spread in such a way that multiple

access can be accommodated, only a single user is assumed to be operating on the channel

during the acquisition process. If multiple users were indeed present, the same results still

can be applied exactly as long as the interference is assumed to be Gaussian and the operating

signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio is modified appropriately. In addition to the basic transmit and

receive signal models, some basics components of the hypothesis testing under each model are

presented.

2.1 DS/SS System Model

Direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS/SS) systems have found widespread use in a number

of applications ranging from cellular telephony to wireless local area networks (WLANs). Re-

cently, some have proffered DS/SS systems with a large spreading gain for application in UWB

spectral allocations [10]. Hence, code acquisition for such systems is considered here; note

that these acquisition schemes are also applicable, of course, to traditional DS/SS systems with

large processing gains.
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For the sake of simplicity and clarity, the following assumptions, which are similar to those

made in [6], are made in the DS/SS system model:

1. The carrier frequency and phase are acquired prior to code acquisition.

2. No data is modulated during the acquisition process.

3. The phase of the spreading signal is an integer multiple of the chip width.

4. The chip timing is known to the receiver.

In many systems, some of these assumptions may be violated, so the algorithm derived be-

low will need to be modified in a straightforward manner; however, the comparison of the

performance of various search schemes given below should still hold approximately.

The desired “phase” of index
�

is the (integer) offset in chips of the true start of the

pseudonoise (PN) sequence from some arbitrarily chosen zero time for a PN period. The

received equivalent baseband signal during the � th chip is:� �������
	�� ����������� ��� ��������������������������� �!� �"�#�$� ��� ���%� (1)

where  is the received signal power, � �&��� represents the unit-amplitude rectangular chip wave-

form, assumed to be of duration �� , � �'���� is the value for this chip of the desired phase, and �
�����
is AWGN with two-sided power spectral density (*)+ . Unlike many DS/SS applications, the

simplifying restriction to a rectangular waveform will not significantly change the results and

hence is safely adopted. The goal of the acquisition is to determine this unknown correct phase�
, which takes on some integer value between , and the number of chips in one period of the

PN sequence. For the DS/SS system, only this AWGN case will be considered.

At the receiver, a hybrid acquisition scheme will be employed. In particular, � � � tem-

plate signals with different phases are generated to correlate over some small period with the

incoming signal. After normalization, the output of the - th correlator at time ���.� �/�
� � is given

by: 0$1 �#�2�3	 4 5687 ���:9 � �<;>= � ���� ���

� ��������� ���@?A�� � �&� �B������� � � (2)	 CD� ������ � ��� ? �� �FE 1 ������� (3)
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where C 	 � 5  ����� 6 7 , � 1 is the PN phase of the template signal of the - th correlator, and
� E 1 ������� � 	 � � 5 ������� � are independent and identically distributed(i.i.d.) Gaussian random

variables with zero mean and unit variance.

The correlator outputs are used in an � -ary hypothesis test. Let
0 �#��� denote the vector

of correlator outputs � 0 = �#�2� � 0 + ������������� � 0��	� = �#�2� � � at sample time � . Assuming the spread-

ing sequence is a random binary sequence [6, 16], the � -ary hypothesis test in terms of the

correlator outputs can be written as follows,


 7��
0 �#�2� 	�C� �#�2���FE �#�2� � (4)

and for �$	 � ������� � � ��� , 
���� 0 �#�2� 	�C� � ������� E ������� (5)

where elements of  �#�2� are i.i.d random variables taking values from
�
� � � � � with equal

probability;  � �#�2� has the same distribution except the � -th element is � ; elements of E �����
are i.i.d Gaussian distributed random variables with zero mean and unit variance.

Therefore, the probability density function of
0 �#�2� under each hypothesis is given by:


 7���� 7 ��� �
	 �	� =� � � = �5 � 5������ � �! #"%$'& �)(( � � � �! #")*+&@�)(( , � (6)


-�����.� ��� � 	 �� 5�� � � �/ �01$'& �2(( �	� =�� � =#3 �54� � �5 � 5��� � � �6 " $'& �2(( � � � �! " *�& �)(( , � (7)

where � 7 ���2=��8� + �+����� �9� �	� =�� � �
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2.2 Impulse Radio Model

In a typical time-hopping spread-spectrum impulse radio system operating over a multipath

fading channel, the received signal is

� �
��� �&��� 	 � � =� � � 7 � � ��� ����� ���
� �����
�&��� � (8)

where 	 is the number of multipaths, �
�

and � � are the delay time and gain for the ��
 ���/� th
path, respectively, �
�&��� is zero-mean real-valued additive white Gaussian noise of two-sided

power spectral density (*)+ , and the transmitted signal is given by [9]

��� �/�&��� 	 �� � �


� ��� C ��� ��� ��� ��� � ��� ������� ��� ( ��� � � (9)

where C ����� is the transmitted pulse waveform with unit energy, which usually begins at time

zero at the transmitter’s clock,
���

is the energy of a pulse, and � � is the frame time, which

is typically a hundred to a thousand times the pulse width � ! . In order to avoid catastrophic

collisions in multiple accessing, each user is assigned a distinct pseudorandom time-hopping

(TH) sequence
� � � � that multiplies � � , which is the time shift parameter for the TH code. The

TH sequence will have period
6 �

. The sequence
� � � � � � �  is the data stream of the desired

user. Note, from (9), that the modulating data symbol changes only every
6 � frames.

Unlike synchronization in the DS/SS system, joint frame and TH code synchronization is

required in UWB systems. To simplify the problem, some assumptions on the transmitted

signal are made that do not influence the comparison of the performance of various sequential

tests. The assumptions and their implication are as follows:

1. Interference from other users is ignored, and it is also assumed that there is no data

transmission done by the transmitted signal during acquisition. Thus, the transmitted

waveform has period �
� 	 6 � ��� , as is shown in Figure 2.

2. The chip time � � is equal to the pulse width �"! , and the frame time ��� is assumed to

be an integer multiple of such. Let
6 � 	 �"��� �#! ; then, the pseudorandom TH code is
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a sequence of uniformly distributed random variables between 0 and
6 � ��� . Thus, the

pulse resides in any of the
6 � bins with equal probability.

3. The transmitted signal is assumed to only go through a single unfaded delay path or

multiple equal-gain delay paths. The interval between the multipaths is the pulse width

�#! . Acquisition of the phase corresponding to any of these paths can terminate the

process.

4. The delay time is uniformly distributed in the interval � , � 6 � �"��� .
With the above assumptions, now the problem is to determine the timing phase of the

periodic transmitted waveform shown in Figure 2. Because of the continuity of the delay time,

this acquisition problem is actually an estimation problem. However, the problem can be turned

into a detection problem by assuming the delay time takes only discrete values at the receiver

side. The total number of hypotheses then depends on the acquisition resolution, i.e. the unit

delay time.

The template for a given correlator is a sequence of unit-amplitude pulses. At first glance,

it appears that the hypothesis testing problem should then follow along the lines of the DS/SS

framework in a straightforward manner. However, there are complications here. Due to the

lack of frame timing, there may not be exactly one pulse in a given template waveform during

a correlation period ��� (see Figure 2). This greatly complicates the optimal test and requires

some subtle design modification. Here, if there are two pulses in a given template during a

correlation period ��� , only one will be correlated (i.e. the second is effectively removed from

the template); if there is no pulse in a given template during a correlation period � � , one pulse

with random location in that period is added to the template. Moreover, pulses straddling

frame boundaries are ignored. Hence, there is always one pulse in the template signal during

a correlation interval. Let � 1� ! ����� denote the template of the - th correlator. In the single-path
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channel, the output of the - th correlator at time �#�$� ��� � � after normalization is given by0$1 �#�2�3	 4 5687 9 � ��;>= � ���� ���

� � � ����� � 1� ! �&��� � � (10)

	 C � ;>=�
� � � 9 ���7 C �&��� �#� � � � �"� ��� � � � � � 7 ��C �&� ��� 1� ! � � ��� E 1 �#�2� � (11)

where C�	 � 5 ��� � 6 7 , � 1� ! is the template pulse position within the frame, and
� E 1 �#�2� � � 	

� � 5 ������� � are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. Because frame

timing has not been acquired at this point, the integration period captures part of the period of

each of two frames of the original transmitted signal; these frames are denoted with the indices
�

and
� � � in (11). If there was no pulse in this frame and, hence, the template pulse position

was randomly generated, this frame is effectively skipped by making the probability density

function of the received signal under each hypothesis the same. Otherwise, if the phase of the

template signal is correct, the output is0 1 �����
	�C �FE 1 �#�2� � (12)

Assuming � 1� ! to be a multiple of the pulse width �"! , the signal part of
0 1 ����� takes the value 0

and C with the probabilities � 6 � ���/�8� 6 � and � � 6 � , respectively. Thus, the � hypotheses are

as follows in terms of the correlator outputs,


 7�� 0 �#�2�
	�C�� �#�2���FE �#�2� � (13)

and, for � 	 � ���+��� � � � � , if no random pulse is added to the template waveform of the � th

correlator, 
���� 0 �#�2� 	�C�� � ������� E ������� (14)

otherwise, 
�� � 0 �#�2� 	�C�� �#�2� � E �#�2� � (15)
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where elements of � ����� are i.i.d. taking values 0 and 1 with probabilities � 6 � � ���8� 6 � and

�.� 6 � respectively; elements of � � �#��� have the same distribution except that the � th element is

� ; elements of E ����� are i.i.d zero-mean Gaussian variables with unit variance, since the � ���

correlators correspond to different time slots.

Then, the probability density function of
0 ����� under each of the � hypotheses can be

given as follows. In all cases,
 7�� � 7 ��� �3	 �	� =� � � = �6 � � 5�� � � ���  #"%$'& � ((
�$� 6 � ���/� � �  ("( , � (16)

If no random pulse is added to the template waveform of the � th correlator,
�������� ��� � 	 �� 5�� � � � � 0 � � � ( � + �	� =�� � =#3 ��4� � �6 � � 5.��5� ���  #"%$'& � (( � � 6 � ����� � �  ("( , � (17)

otherwise,
��� ��� � 	 � 7 ��� � .

3 Derivation of the Algorithm

Assume that each of the
6

possible phases is a priori equally likely. Per above, the first � -ary

test will consider � ��� timing phases and a null hypothesis, which represents the remainder

of the phases. Hence, the prior probabilities associated with the � hypotheses for the first test

are initialized as � 7 � , � 	 6 � � � �6� � � , � 	 �6 � �$	 � ���+��� � � � �
.

In the testing stage, the � -ary test can be an FSS test, MSPRT or RC-SPRT. Only hybrid

acquisition based on the RC-SPRT is discussed in detail in this section, since algorithms based
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on the FSS and MSPRT are extensively discussed in [6]. One of the FSS tests is the maximum

a posterior probability (MAP) test, which minimizes the overall error probability, but does not

minimize the average acquisition time[6]. The decision rule of the MAP test is

Decide

 ! if � 	��������	��
� � � � �#, � (� � � = � � � 0 ��
 � �� �

The only parameter to be be designed in this test is the sample size
6

.

The stopping time
6��

and final decision � for the MSPRT, which is a sequential test, can

be described as follows:6�� 	 first ����� such that C ���� �
� ��� � for at least one �>�

� 	 ����������
� C � (�� �
where C �� is the posterior probability - the probability of hypothesis � given the data observed

up through time � (i.e. C �� 	  � 
 	 
�����0 =������+� � 0 � � ). The parameters that need to be

designed here are the constants � � ’s, which are positive and less than 1. Analytical optimal

values of the thresholds in MSPRT and the sample size in MAP are difficult to obtain; hence,

simulation is employed to determine these values. In hybrid acquisition based on the MAP and

MSPRT, a choice of a single hypothesis is made at time
6

or
6��

, respectively. If that choice

is of some

 ! for �! 	 , , this means that a timing phase has been chosen, and the acquisition

process enters the verification process (see below). If that choice is

 7

, the current group of

phases are rejected and a new group of � � � phases are introduced.

The stopping time " � and the decision of a basic RC-SPRT are described by" � 	 �$#&% � �'� , � C ���( �
�.� � for some k � � (18)

� 	 ���)�*�$#&%� C �+ � � (19)

where C �� 	  � 
 	 
��,�/0 =%������� � 0 � � is the posterior probability, and the parameter , ( � (
� is designed to minimize the expected acquisition time. Each time the test stops, only


.-
, the

hypothesis with the smallest posterior probability, is removed. If � 	 , , the large composite
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hypothesis

 7

is the most unlikely hypothesis and will be removed, and new prior probabilities

of the remaining hypotheses will be reassigned as follows� 7 � " � ���/� 	 , � (20)� � � " � ���/� 	 C � + ��
�	� =� � = C �+ � � � 	 � �+����� � � ��� � (21)

If �  	 , (the most commonly occurring case), the timing phase of the � -th correlator will be

removed, and a new phase in the composite set � � " � � being considered under

$7

will replace

the removed phase. Let
6 � " � � denote the number of phases in the composite set � � " � � . Then

the new set of prior probabilities of � hypotheses will be reset as

� � � " � � �/�
	 C � � �+ ��
�	� =� � 7 3 � 4� - C � � �+ � � � 	 � ������� � � � � � �  	 ��� (22)

and � 7 � " � ���/� 	 6 � " � � ���6 � " � � C � 7 �+ ��
�	� =� � 7 3 � 4� - C � � �+ � � (23)� - � " � ���/� 	 �6 � " � � ��� � 7 � " � � �/� � (24)

The initial values are
6 � �/� 	 6 � � � � and � � �/�
	 � � � � � � ;>=������+� � � ( � , respectively.

The number of hypotheses
6 ����� in the composite hypothesis is set to zero if

� 7 �#��� is zero

at any � . This happens when

$7

is rejected or the test has gone through all of the timing phases.

When
6 � " � �
	 , , the new set of prior probabilities are� - � " � ���/� 	 , � (25)� � � " � ���/� 	 C � � �+ ��

�	� =� � =#3 � 4� - C � � �+ � � � 	 � �����+� � � � � � �  	 � � (26)

In this case, the stopping rule for the succeeding stage has to be changed to" � 	 �$#&% � �'� , � , ( C ���( �
�.� � for some k � � (27)

� 	 ���)� �	# %� 3 � 0� � 4� 7 C �+ � � (28)
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The basic test is repeated until only one simple hypothesis is left. During this final elimination

process, the number of hypotheses under consideration will drop below � ; in such a case,

the prior set of probabilities after each drop is done according to (25) and (26) with obvious

modifications to the indexing. When one simple hypothesis is left, that hypothesis is the final

decision of the testing stage. Figure 3 is an illustration of RC-SPRT with three correlators.

For each of the testing schemes, the final decision is checked at the verification stage. If the

phase is verified to be true, the acquisition process is complete. Otherwise, a new acquisition

process has to be started again until the final decision at the testing stage is verified correct.

The verification stage only uses one correlator and a binary FSS likelihood ratio test. The

two hypotheses

$7

and

 = represent respectively “the phase is correct” and “the phase is not

correct”. The verification process makes an error if it declares a correct phase to be incorrect or

declares an incorrect phase to be correct. The sample size ��� in the verification stage is chosen

so that its error probability is negligibly small. In order for both types of error probabilities to

be under  	 , the following has to be satisfied [6],

� � � ��� �  	��� � � �$#&%���� �	� � � � (29)

where � � , , and

� �	� � 	 9 �

� = ���>� � �/7 ���>� = � � � � � (30)

4 Analysis

The expected acquisition time is the criterion of performance in this paper. In [13], bounds on

error probabilities and asymptotic expressions for the expected sample size and error probabili-

ties of the MSPRT are given. In [14] [15], the asymptotic performance of a basic RC-SPRT was

characterized when the error probabilities are very low and the expected sample sizes are very

large. First, define the Kullback-Leibler(KL) distance between probability density functions
� �

and
� � as follows,
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� � � � � � � � 	 � � " � ��� � � � ���>�� � ���>� , � (31)

The asymptotic performance, in terms of average time to the conclusion of a test, of the

MSPRT and the RC-SPRT, can be characterized by the following two formulas:

MSPRT

� � 0 � � � ��� �
��� ��� ��$#&% ��� � 4� ��� � ��� � � � � � � � �

as �	��
1 � 1 ��� , � (32)

where � � is the threshold for

-�

(see [13]).

RC-SPRT

� � 0 � � � ��� �
��� � ��	��
 ��� � 4� ��� � ��� � � � � � � � �

as � ��� , � (33)

Hence, the average time it takes the MSPRT to complete is inversely proportional to the KL

distance to the nearest hypothesis from the correct one, whereas the average time it take the

RC-SPRT to complete is inversely proportional to the KL distance to the farthest hypothesis

from the correct one. This indicates that the RC-SPRT test will, on average, terminate much

sooner than the MSPRT when there is a large difference in the KL distances from the correct

hypothesis to the the closest and furthest hypotheses. However, of course, the MSPRT discards

� ��� hypotheses when it terminates, whereas the RC-SPRT discards a single hypothesis.

By symmetry in the two UWB systems studied here, all hypotheses except the null hy-

pothesis have the same KL distance to one another, and thus there is no advantage in average

termination time for the RC-SPRT implied by (32) and (33). Moreover, as noted above, the

RC-SPRT has to reject hypotheses one by one until one is left. This suggests that the RC-SPRT

should provide a longer acquisition time than the MSPRT. However, numerical results in the

next subsection do not support this conclusion. In [17], the authors point out that equation

(32) only describes the behavior of the first term of the expansion for the expected sample size
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in the “asymmetric” situation, where for each hypothesis, the hypothesis with minimum KL

distance to the correct hypothesis is unique. Also, it is believed that equation (33) does not

characterize the asymptotic behavior of the RC-SPRT well in highly symmetric situations as

considered here.

It is often of use to derive a general formula for the expected acquisition time in that it

gives intuition into the performance of the acquisition process. Moreover, with this formula,

direct simulation, which can be extremely time consuming in the highly spread systems of the

UWB application, is not needed. Instead, parameters in the formula can be obtained through

simpler simulations and the desired result can be obtained by substituting those parameters in

the formula. The expected acquisition time for the single-path case (AWGN) will be derived.

First, the necessary parameters are defined:� : a basic RC-SPRT without the true hypothesis in the test,
�

: a basic RC-SPRT with the true hypothesis in the test,
�

: a composite RC-SPRT rejecting hypotheses until only one is left without the true hy-

pothesis and the null hypothesis in the test,
�

: a composite RC-SPRT rejecting hypotheses until only one is left with the true hypoth-

esis in the test and the null hypothesis not in the test,
�

: verification stage, � 7 =  � (reject any

 �

, 
  	 , ��
 7 ), 7 7 =  � (reject

 7 �+
 7

), � � =  � (reject any

 �

, 
  	 �  	 , �+
 � ), 7 � =  � (reject

 7 � 
 � ), ��� =  � (reject

 � �+
 � ),

� � � =  � (any

 �

is left at the end of the test, 
  	 � � 
 � , 
 7 has been rejected),
� ��� =  � ( 
 � is left at the end of the test

��
 � , 
 7 has been rejected).

Obviously, 7 7 �  � 7 	 � , 7 � �� � � �  ��� 	 � ,
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� � � � � ��� 	 � .
The flow diagram of the proposed acquisition scheme is shown in Figure 4. With Mason’s

formula, the moment generating function is derived in a straightforward manner; then, using

signal flow graph techniques presented in [18], the expression for the expected acquisition

time is obtained. The result is given in the appendix with long and tedious derivations omitted.

The expected acquisition time for FSS and MSPRT can be derived similarly (see [6]). The

derivation of the expected acquisition time for the multipath case is very difficult, so direction

simulation is the only way we have at this time to estimate the performance.

5 Numerical Results

In this section, the performance of the standard FSS MAP test, the MSPRT and the RC-SPRT

are compared when they are used in DS/SS and impulse radio acquisition. Although analytical

results in single-path cases can be obtained via the formulas derived in Section 4, all the data

presented here are taken directly from simulation for the sake of consistency. The results are

shown in Figures 5 through 11. For the DS/SS signal, the PN sequence is generated by the

primitive polynomial 3023 (in octal notation) of degree 10. For the UWB signal,
6 � , the ratio

of the frame time to the monocycle width, is assumed to be 50, the period of the TH code

is 32, and the acquisition resolution is ��! � 5 . Although the statistical model is based on the

assumption that the acquisition resolution is ��! , the numerical results show it works very well

with finer resolutions. The results in these figures are the optimal results, i.e. all parameters has

been designed to minimize the expected acquisition time
�
� ������� � for each scheme. The sample

size of the MAP test is optimized, and the stopping thresholds for MSPRT and RC-SPRT are

optimized. The verification time is chosen to make the error probability of the verification

stage to be less than ��, ��� . In the multipath case, the number of paths is 	 	 �
, and the search

strategy is “Look and Jump by K Bins” [19]. The units of the expected acquisition time in the

figures are the chip width and frame width for the DS/SS and impulse radio, respectively.

The figures indicate that the RC-SPRT approach provides a much lower average acquisition

time than the MSPRT and MAP approaches in the case that the number of correlators is large
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and the SNR is low. Noting that the SNR is defined in terms of the chip or pulse energy (i.e.

this is the pre-despreading SNR or receiver input SNR), lower SNRs in the figures correspond

to more highly spread systems as encountered in the UWB application, whereas higher SNRs

correspond to signals with low-to-moderate spreading. Hence, the goal of reducing the acqui-

sition time in highly spread systems has been achieved. At higher SNRs, the proposed scheme

is inferior to previously proffered acquisition schemes. This loss in performance at higher SNR

relative to the competitors was expected, since, in the higher SNR case, an obvious “winner”

excels very quickly before all of the other hypotheses can be rejected by the RC-SPRT.

Finally, it is important to note that the three tests that are being compared are not of equal

digital circuit complexity. In particular, the decision process for the fixed sample size (FSS)

test is much simpler to implement than that for the MSPRT or the RC-SPRT. However, this

decision process will be done digitally in UWB receivers, and hence will not be consume as

valuable of a commodity as the analog correlation circuitry. In particular, integrated circuit

technology continues to rapidly drive down the circuit cost of complex digital algorithms as

implied by the MSPRT and RC-SPRT.

6 Conclusion

Exploiting the well-known tenet that advances in sequential detection theory can often be

applied to produce gains in the acquisition of wideband spread-spectrum signals, this paper

presents the adaptation of a recently-developed � -ary hypothesis testing approach (the RC-

SPRT) of one of the authors to the acquisition of UWB signals. Unlike the original RC-SPRT

test, which removed unlikely hypotheses rapidly to minimize metric computation in decoders,

the test here replaces removed hypotheses with new candidates to minimize overall expected

acquisition time. Numerical results for AWGN and multipath fading channels indicate that for

high input SNRs, as would be appropriate in spread-spectrum systems with low to moderate

processing gains, traditional fixed-sample size (FSS) tests or a previously-developed � -ary

testing technique termed the MSPRT outperform the proposed technique. However, for cases

where the input SNR is low and the number of correlators is large, as would be the case in
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the highly spread systems of the targeted UWB application, numerical results indicate a sig-

nificant decrease in expected acquisition times through the proposed technique for both DS/SS

and impulse radio systems.

A Expected Stopping Time of the Proposed Test

Let �
�

, ��� , ��� and ��� be the expected stopping times of the tests � ,
�

,
�

and
�

. Also let

�#� be the verification time. Then, the general formula for the expected acquisition time of the

scheme based on the RC-SPRT is,

� �
� ��� � � 	 ( � � ;>=�

� � + 6��
� � �/� � ��� ��� � 6 �*� �/� ���� � �/�6 � +

� � �/�� � � �6 6��= � �/� � = � �/� � 6 = � ��� ��� = � ���� + = � �/� (34)

where 6 ��� ���3	  � � =� 7 � ��� � �  ( � �	� ��; +�
�
� �� � � �

� ��� ���3	  � � =� 7 �
� �

� � � � �� ( � �	� ��; +�
�
� �� � �

�  � � � �� ( � �	� � � =�
�
� �� � �  �

6 �
� � �/� 	  � � =� 7 � � � � ��� ���/� � � � ��� � ��� � � � �

� �� ( � �	� ��; +�
�
� �� � � �  � � =� 7 � ��� � 6 � � ���� �/�� ( � �	� �<;>=�
� ��� �� � � =� 7 � � �  7 �  � � ���	 � 6 � � ���$���/�� ( � �	� ��

�
� �� � �

�
� �� ( � �	� �<;>=�

�� � �� � � � + 
 �
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� �
� � �/� 	 �#� � �/�
� �  �

� =� 7 �
�
�  � 7 � � �� �

� =� 7 � 7 7
� � � � � ��� � �#� � � � �� �

� =� 7 � � � ��� � �/� � �� ��� � ��� � � � � � � �  �
� =� 7 �  ( � �	�

�<;>=�
�

� � �� ( � �	�
�<;>=�

�
� �� � �  7 � � � � � �  �

� =� 7  � � ���	  7 � � �� ( � �	�
��;>=�

�� � �� � � � +
�
� 6 � � ���$� ���� 7 �  ( � �	�

�
�
�

� �� � ��$� 6 � � ���$���/�� ( � �	�
�

�
� �

�  � �  � � =� 7 �#� � � � ��� � ���$� �#�<�
� �� ( � �	� �<;>=�

�
� �� � �

�  � � =� 7  � ���  � 7 � � 7 7
	
� �� ( � �	� ��

�
� �� � �

�  ( � �	� ��
�  � 7 �  ( � �	� ��;>=� 7 � 7 �� � � 


� 
�
� ��� � � �� ( � �	� ��

� �� � �� � � � +
�
� 6 � � � �2� ���  ( � �	� �<;>=�
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Figure 1: The structure of a standard hybrid acquisition scheme.
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Figure 2: The waveform of an unmodulated impulse radio.
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Figure 3: A simple example of the RC-SPRT operating on eight potential timing phases. Four
hypotheses are considered together until one of them (


 = ) becomes unlikely, at which time
it is replaced with


��
. The process continues until all but one of the hypotheses has been

eliminated, and this remaining hypothesis is the final decision.
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Figure 4: Flow diagram for the hybrid acquisition scheme based on RC-SPRT.
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Figure 5: Expected acquisition time (in chips) of the hybrid acquisition schemes for DS/SS
signals with � 	�� correlators. The PN sequence is generated by the primitive polynomial
3023 (in octal) of degree 10. In DS/SS systems, SNR is defined to be  � ��� 6 7 . Per the text,
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined per chip (i.e. the pre-despreading SNR). The post-
despreading SNR at the decision point is larger by a factor of the processing gain; hence,
operation at these very low SNRs, particularly for highly spread systems, is the norm. Observe
that the RC-SPRT and MSPRT provide substantial gains over the FSS test, as expected, and
that the improvement factor between RC-SPRT and MSPRT is roughly 1.5.
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Figure 6: Expected acquisition time (in chips) of the hybrid acquisition schemes for DS/SS
signals with � 	 5 , correlators, with the same system parameters as that characterized in Fig-
ure 5. The gains of the two sequential tests over the MAP decrease; however, the improvement
factor between the RC-SPRT and MSPRT increases to about 2 for lower SNRs. Notice that the
performances of the MSPRT and RC-SPRT merge at higher SNRs.
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Figure 7: Expected acquisition time (in frames) of the hybrid acquisition schemes for impulse
radio signals with � 	 5 , correlators. The system employs

6 � 	�� , frames per bit, a time-
hopping code of period 32, and an acquisition resolution of one-half of the pulse width (i.e.
���+ ). In impulse radio systems, SNR 7 ��� � 6 7 . Per the text, the SNR is defined per impulse
(i.e. the pre-despreading SNR). The post-despreading SNR at the decision point is larger by a
factor of

6 � ; hence, operation at the lower of the SNRs shown, particularly for highly spread
systems, is the norm. Observe that the acquisition time of the RC-SPRT does not decrease
rapidly with increasing

� � � 687 when
� � � 687 is larger than -6 dB. With

��� � 6 7 large enough,
the MSPRT, even the MAP, eventually outperforms the RC-SPRT.
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Figure 8: Expected acquisition time (in frames) of the hybrid acquisition schemes for impulse
radio signals with � 	 5 , correlators and lower SNRs than those in Figure 7. The remainder
of the system parameters are identical to those of the system characterized in Figure 7. Note
that the RC-SPRT is 1.5 times and 8.5 times faster than the MSPRT and MAP, respectively, at
these lower SNRs, with the ratios of the expected acquisition times for the various tests roughly
independent of the SNR in this range.
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Figure 9: Expected acquisition time (in frames) of the hybrid acquisition schemes for impulse
radio signals with � 	 � correlators in the multipath channel. The system parameters are
identical to those of the system characterized in Figure 7, except that a multipath channel with	 	 �

paths has been assumed. Appropriately, the SNR is now defined as
� &� (D) instead of��� � 687 . Note that the RC-SPRT retains a 1.4 improvement factor versus the MSPRT.
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Figure 10: Expected acquisition time (in frames) of the hybrid acquisition schemes for im-
pulse radio signals with � 	 5 , correlators in the multipath channel. The remaining system
parameters are identical to those of the system characterized in Figure 9. Observe that the
improvement factor is around 1.5 for SNRs less than -15dB.
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Figure 11: Expected acquisition time (in frames) of the hybrid acquisition schemes for impulse
radio signals with � 	 5 , correlators in the multipath channel at higher SNRs. The remaining
system parameters are identical to those of the system characterized in Figure 9. Conclusions
on the relative merits of the tests are similar to those drawn for the AWGN channel.
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